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Abstract
A compact high power microwave (HPM) source is reported.
It generates short pulses by direct excitation of an antenna
with a 300 kV Marx generator. Oil insulation is used to
protect capacitor banks from breakdown, while discharge
gaps are designed to work in air. The Marx generator risetime is less than 50 ns. The disk-cone antenna is also oilinsulated and operates in the self-breakdown regime. Radiated
pulse has the duration about 2 ns and the spectrum from 800
MHz to 2 GHz. The HPM source is used for studying the
vulnerability of computers and different electronic
components.

1 Introduction
HPM has emerged as a new technology allowing new
applications and offering innovative approaches to existing
applications [1,2].
An HPM source generates short high-power electromagnetic
pulses able to disrupt or destroy electrical and electronic
systems our society is rapidly becoming more and more
dependent on. The infrastructure vulnerability (computers,
communication systems, electronics of a car, etc.) is
suspected, but is not definitely known. Simulators and test
facilities for evaluating the HPM effect on electronics could
provide the missing data and enable one to explore the
protective measures. A range of HPM sources from small
autonomous systems [3-6] to large high power devices [7, 8]
have been developed.
A compact HPM source is reported. It generates short pulses
by direct excitation of an antenna with a 300 kV Marx
generator. Oil insulation is used to protect capacitor banks
from breakdown, while discharge gaps are designed to work
in air. The Marx generator rise-time is less than 50 ns. The
disk-cone antenna is also oil-insulated and operates in the
self-breakdown regime. Radiated pulse has the duration about
2 ns and the spectrum from 800 MHz to 2 GHz. The HPM
source is used for studying the vulnerability of computers and
different electronic components.

2 The HPM source components
2.1 Marx generator
The Marx generator has ten stages, each containing four high
voltage capacitors K73-14 (capacity 3.3 nF, operation voltage
25 kV, length 70 mm, diameter 25 mm) pairwise in series and
then two pairs in parallel. The total capacity of the Marx
generator is 330 nF. The stages are coupled through 510
kOhm resistors pairwise in parallel. Discharge gaps are made
of steel balls of 30 mm diameter with the 11 mm gap for the
first one and 18 mm for the others. All the elements are
installed on a plexiglas plate so as the capacitors and resistors,
which should be drowned in oil, appear under the plate, while
the discharge gaps are on top to work in air. The plexiglas
plate with the assembled circuit placed into the polyethylene
container (850 mm х 400 mm х 170 mm) half-filled with oil.
Four supporting legs keep the top surface of the plate above
the oil-level.

Fig.1. Marx generator (bottom view)

Fig.2. Marx generator (top view)
The output voltage of the Marx generator is measured by the
accurate measuring discharge gap as high as 300 kV. The
Marx generator rise-time is less than 50 ns.

strength. The main lobe magnitude is 19.3, 21.1 and 22.5
dBi, while the main lobe angular width (3dB) is 16.4°, 10.7°
and 5.4°, respectively.

Fig.3. Breakdown of t he accurate measuring discharge gap
2.2 Antenna

Fig.5. Calculated antenna diagrams for 700 MHz (left) and
1.5 GHz (right).

3 Experiment

The disk-cone antenna with an integrated discharge gap is
designed for operation in the range from 800 MHz to 2 GHz.
The cone with the angle 70° is made of tin and placed under
the steel plate. The discharge gap is formed by the steel ball
and tungsten plate; it is oil-insulated and operates in the selfbreakdown regime. The antenna is placed at the focal point of
the dish reflector 1.6 m in diameter. A convergent mirror is
used for optimization of the antenna yield. The dish reflector
and convergent mirror direct and amplify the signal from the
antenna in the prescribed direction simultaneously keeping it
off electromagnetic pulses from other sources (for example,
discharge gaps of the Marx generator).

3.1 Experiment layout
The HPM source is studied at a testing area to avoid signal
rescattering and gain access to the areas with significantly
different values of the electric field strength, which linearly
decreases with the growth of the distance from the antenna.
Field probes (measuring antennas Geozondas GZ031ANL-2
and D-dot Prodyn probes AD-S110(R)) are placed at the
distance 30 meters from the radiating antenna and connected
to the Tektronix TDS7704B digital oscilloscope hidden in a
shielded room and operated from an uninterruptible power
supply.

field probes

test objects
Fig.6. Experiment layout

Fig.4. Antenna design
Antenna diagrams are calculated for 700 MHz, 1 and 1.5 GHz
to define experiment layout and evaluate the electric field

Fig.7. Measuring antenna GZ031ANL-2, D-dot Prodyn probe
AD-S110(R) and digital oscilloscope with the detected
radiation pulse on the screen.

Different test objects are distributed along the main lobe
direction at the distance 5, 10, 15 and 25 meters from the
antenna. The desktop computer is placed as far as 40 meters
from the HPM source.
Test objects are the elements of analog and analog-digital
dynamic circuits (for example, relaxation oscillator) specially
developed for such experiments. LEDs in these circuits make
circuit drop-in visible.

Fig.8. Test objects

As the discharge gaps of the Marx generator operate in air the
amplitude of the signal depends on the environmental
conditions (humidity, dust and so on) and varies from
6.5kV/m to 3kV/m at a distance of 30 meters from the
antenna in different tests. The signal amplitude also depends
on the properties of oil filling the antenna discharge gap and
the gap. Placing test objects at different distances from the
antenna makes it possible to test them with different electric
field strength.
Computers and their components are the most popular test
objects. A variety of damage effects are described by different
authors [9-11]. Depending of pulse amplitude three types of
damage are detected for a desktop computer 40 meters away
from the antenna: stopping, reload and switching off. Test
objects distant differently from the antenna also demonstrate
several types of failure: logical (an oscillator changes its
frequency), temporary malfunction and permanent failure.

3.2 Experiment results
Radiated pulse has the duration about 2 ns and the spectrum
from 800 MHz to 2 GHz.

Fig.11. Different damage effects are detected for desktop
computers: stopping (left computer, the clock in BIOS stops,
operation restores after reload), graphics card malfunction
(right computer, operation restores in several hours).

Conclusion

Fig. 9. The typical signal from D-dot probe

The developed HPM source is compact and easy-to-use. It
allows one to test different electronic components and devices
for HPM effect both in the laboratory and at the testing area
simulating diverse cases of interest in the wide range of
electric field strength in the frequency range from 800 MHz
to 2 GHz.
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